PLZT is a ferroelectric electro-optic material, which has been operated with a constant voltage supply to keep a certain optical property. In this study, we propose an optical transmittance memory effect by controlling the domain conditions. The keypoint is to use an asymmetric voltage pulse. In the positive direction, a sufficiently-large voltage is applied to align the polarization directions. After this operation, a relatively small light transmittance is memorized even after removing the electric field. On the other hand, in the negative direction, the amplitude of the voltage is adjusted to the coercive electric field. In this condition, the domain structure is almost the same as the depolarization state. With this voltage supply, the maximum light transmittance can be kept after removing the electric field. Using these voltage operations, the PLZT can obtain two light transmittance states depending on the domain structure. This memory effect should be useful for innovative optical scanners or shutters in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT) has excellent transparency in a wavelength range from visible to infrared and shows variable light transmittance and birefringence with an applied electric voltage [1] [2] [3] . Until now, using the electro-optical property, practical device applications, such as optical switches, optical scanners and optical shutters, have been studied. In these devices, to keep a certain optical property, a constant voltage supply is required. On the contrary, our group has proposed using an imprint electric field to realize memory effects in optical properties such as the light transmittance and the birefringence [4, 5] .
Similar to the optical properties, the imprint electric field enables a memory effect in other properties of ferroelectric materials, such as the strain and the permittivity [6, 7] . The imprint electric field is sometimes observed in ferroelectric thin films, and comes from the residual strain or some defect inside. With this imprint electric field, the ferroelectric, piezoelectric and optical properties change with the offset electric field. As in the thin films, bulk ferroelectric materials can also have this imprint electric field after a strong electric field is applied at high temperatures for a long time. This treatment is much more severe than that of the poling treatment to keep a stable imprint electric field. * E-mail: morita@k.u-tokyo.ac.jp A shape memory piezoelectric actuator, a refractive index memory optical switch, and a light transmittance memory switch or shutter was demonstrated using an imprint electric field [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, the strain memory gap, which corresponds to the light transmittance memory value, was slightly reduced by successive pulse operations around 10 4 times [8] . Even after this operation, the shape memory gap remained relatively large; however this phenomenon indicates that the imprint electric field is decreased by repeated operation and that this change results in fatigue of the shape memory piezoelectric actuator. This tendency is expected to be observed in the PLZT optical memory effect if an imprint electric field is utilized to realize the memory effect. Recently, to overcome this fatigue problem, other principle without the imprint electric field was developed for the memory effects. With this operation, a shape memory piezoelectric actuator was successfully demonstrated [9] . Different from using the imprint electric field, this method utilizes an asymmetric voltage. Compared with utilizing the imprint electric field, the asymmetry pulsed voltage was confirmed to produce much better fatigue properties because it is free from the imprint electric field change [9] .
The light transmittance memory effect is also expected to be similar to the shape memory effect. Therefore, in this paper, a light transmittance memory effect using domain control with an asymmetric pulse voltage pulse is proposed. This operation enables on and off states without an external electric field. 
II. PRINCIPLE
The optical properties' memory effect is proposed by focusing attention on the hysteresis characteristics in PLZT. Figure 1 shows the principle of the memory effect with an asymmetric voltage pulse. When a sufficientlylarge electric field is applied to PLZT, the relationship between the light transmittance and the electric field becomes bilaterally symmetric. The light transmittance becomes a maximum value at the coercive electric field. Much larger electric fields to align all polarizations, the light transmittance value decreases. It is thought that there is a correlation between the change in the light transmittance and the direction of polarization. Hence, if it is possible to keep the polarized and the depolarized conditions independently, the light transmittance memory effect can be realized. The keypoint is to use an asymmetric voltage to control the domain conditions. The operational procedure is as follows: In the positive direction, a sufficiently-large voltage is applied to align all the polarizations. With this operation, a relatively small light transmittance property is memorized even after removing the electric field. While in the negative direction, the amplitude of the voltage pulse is adjusted to correspond to the coercive electric field for the depolarization state. With this voltage, the maximum light transmittance status can be kept after removing the electric field. Therefore, PLZT can have two light transmittance states depending on the amplitude of the voltage.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The optical setup is shown in Fig. 2 for the light transmittance and the polarization measurements. The light source was a He-Ne laser (Edmund, 61318-I, wavelength: 633 nm, power: 0.8 W, spot size: 0.48 mm). The laser beam was passed through the PLZT (La/Zr/Ti = . The voltage applied to PLZT and the output signal from the photodiode device was observed with an oscilloscope (Textronix, TDS2012). At the same time, the change in the polarization was measured with a ferroelectric measurement system (Radiant, Precision high voltage interface, Precision LC) to obtain information about the polarization reversal. The light transmittance signal was normalized to the value obtained without PLZT.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The polarization and the light transmittance as functions of the electric field are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.  4 , respectively. The applied voltage had a triangular shape, and the frequency was 1 Hz. Figure 3 was obtained with a symmetrical electric field (8 kV/cm, 1 Hz). With such a symmetrical electric field, polarization inversion occurred in both the positive direction and the negative direction. For an electric field of 0 kV/cm, the domains were aligned in one direction. Therefore, the PLZT didn't exhibit a memory effect.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the results with an asymmetrical electric field (8 kV/cm, -4 kV/cm, 1 Hz). Different from the previous results, the polarization was reversed for the positive direction, but not for the negative direction. After the electric field in the positive direction had been removed, the domains were aligned in one direction because a sufficiently-large electric field had been applied to PLZT. When the electric field in the negative direction was removed, the domains were randomly oriented because a coercive electric field had been applied. Hence, the two domain conditions were different. With this operation, the PLZT obtained the memory effect, and it was confirmed that the light transmittance characteristics displayed two stable light transmittances depending on the domain structures, which were modified by the asymmetric electric field.
The electric field in the positive direction was fixed at 8 kV/cm, and the applied electric field in the negative direction was changed from -2 kV/cm to -6 kV/cm. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the polarization change and the amount of memory effect for each asymmetric voltage operations. The amount of memory effect reached its peak at around a coercive electric field of -4 kV/cm. When the applied electric field was between -2 and -3 kV/cm, it didn't reach the coercive electric field. In this situation, some of the domains were still aligned even though other domains were randomly oriented. When the applied electric field was between -5 and -6 kV/cm, it exceeded the coercive electric field, and too much polarization was reversed. Therefore, the domains began to align in one direction. When the external electric field corresponded to the coercive field, -4 kV/cm, the maximum memory value was obtained.
To obtain two stable light transmittances, the light transmittance of the PLZT could be controlled using a pulsed electric field, as shown in Fig. 6 . The applied electric field was 8 kV/cm in the positive direction and -4 kV/cm in negative direction, and the pulse width was 1000 ms. The intensity of the pulsed electric field was the same as that of the triangular electric field used for the butterfly-shaped transparency measurements. Without an external electric field, the light transmittance maintained a stable value, and the polarized state could be controlled by using the electric field, demonstrating the light transmittance memory effect. The amount of the memory effect corresponded to the amount from the butterfly-shaped curve, as shown Fig. 4(b) .
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, the principle of the light transmittance memory effect by controlling the electric field of the PLZT material was proposed, and the pulse-shaped operation was successfully demonstrated. The amount of memory effect depends on the domain condition, which can be controlled by using an asymmetric electric field. When the domain conditions were aligned and randomly oriented, the memory effect was a maximal. In our next work, the detailed mechanism of the memory effect in asymmetrical voltage operation will be investigated.
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